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Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) – semiconducting quasi-one-dimensional graphene structures – have 

great potential for the realization of novel electronic devices. Recently, graphene nanoribbon 

heterojunctions – interfaces between nanoribbons with unequal band gaps – have been realized with 

lithographic etching techniques and via chemical routes to exploit quantum transport phenomena. 

However, standard fabrication techniques are not suitable for ribbons narrower than ~5 nm and do not 

allow to control the width and edge structure of a specific device with atomic precision. 

A bottom-up approach based on surface-assisted cyclodehydrogenation reactions has recently 

emerged as a promising route to the synthesis of nanoribbons and nanographenes [1,2]. The key step 

of this bottom-up GNR fabrication method [1] is the thermally induced cyclodehydrogenation of linear 

polyphenylenes on Au(111) templates. The method, which does not need a Lewis acid or other catalyst 

than the supporting metal substrate, is highly selective and efficient, but nothing has been known about 

the details of this unique reaction. Here, we rationalize the mechanism responsible for the surface-

assisted cyclodehydrogenation of polyanthrylene oligomers into armchair graphene nanoribbons 

(AGNR) by means of a combined experimental and computational approach [3]. We identify a rather 

generic reaction mechanism that we expect to be relevant to other comparable surface-assisted 

synthesis processes. 

The identified, unanticipated reaction mechanism suggests that careful control of annealing temperature 

and duration might allow to fabricate partially reacted AGNR segments. In fact, controlled annealing 

produces partially cyclodehydrogenated graphene nanoribbons (Figure 1). These ribbons consist of 

segments exhibiting the 7-AGNR structure and of one-side-only dehydrogenated segments. The latter 

correspond to N=5 AGNRs with additional benzene rings ortho-fused to the naphthalene units (5
+
-

AGNR). These atomically precise 7-AGNR/5
+
-AGNR/7-AGNR nanostructures are a first realization of 

intra-ribbon heterostructures, with properties potentially very similar to the ones predicted by Prezzi and 

coworkers [4]. Finally, we also demonstrate the ability to selectively modify the nanoribbon 

heterojunctions via STM tip-induced cyclodehydrogenation, which suggests that the large scale 

fabrication of nanoribbon heterojunctions by electron beam “writing” might become technologically 

feasible. 
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Figure 1: Realization of GNR heterojunctions by partial cyclodehydrogenation of polyanthrylene oligomers. a, STM 
measurements and corresponding atomistic models demonstrating the synthesis of AGNRs starting from 
polyanthrylene chains assembled on a Au(111) substrate (left) and subsequent cyclodehydrogenation upon 
annealing at 670 K (right). b, Annealing at a reduced temperature of 600 K results in partial cyclodehydrogenation 
and produces intra-ribbon heterojunctions between fully reacted N=7 AGNRs and partially reacted polyanthrylene 
segments (N=5

+
). Image taken from [3] 


